Peace Ring
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No more turbulent relationships!
Put this ring on your partner’s
finger and enjoy living in peace
forevermore!
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Valley-fold and unfold opposite
corners to the center.

Begin with a three inch square sheet of foil, white side up.
Valley-fold and unfold diagonally in half both directions.
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Make four new valley-creases,
thereby dividing the line AB into
eight equal sections.
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Make six new valley-creases
inbetween existing creases.
Turn the model over.
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Make the two indicated pleats. The best way to do
this is to pinch up the two existing creases that are
next to the diagonal, C-D, and lay them both onto
C-D, thereby making two new valley folds.

Repeat step 5 on each of the
other ten parallel creases.
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Create an equal border around the
square by mountain-folding along the
edges. What happens at the corners?
Rabbit-ear at the left and right and
swivel fold at the top and bottom. The
line thickness of the peace sign will be
double that of this border.
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Fold a fish base.

Fish base in progress.
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Through all layers,
valley fold and unfold
A to B, A to C,
D to B and D to C.
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Repeat steps 12 and 13 on
the top.

Valley-fold the
front end to the
right.
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Valley-fold the left
flap down bringing
point A to point B.
Do the same with
the right flap.

Mountain-fold the
bottom behind
folding through
points C and D.

Valley-fold along the creases existing
on the back.
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Turn over.
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Widen the two limbs of the
peace sign by bringing out
paper from underneath.
When this is accomplished
the ends of the limbs should
wrap very nicely around the
corners of the octagon.
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We now have a peace sign on top of a road-kill
diamond-back worm. To turn this into a ring, wrap
the ends around so they meet behind.
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Mountain-fold
the corners of
both ends.
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Close the sides
of the newly
joined ends.

Here a close-up of two ends
that need to be locked to form
a ring. You could insert one
end into the other as in the
basic Heart Ring, but a better
lock is as follows. Open one
of the ends.
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The ends are now
locked. Round the ring
and peace sign to taste.

Valley-fold
down the
tip of the
lower end
and lay the
upper end
on top.
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The Peace Ring is found.
A significant treasure for a
significant other!

